Introduction

The Myth of Technology as the “Great Equalizer”

This book reports the findings of a study investigating why so few African American and Latino/a high school students are learning computer science. Yet unexpectedly, our perspective was sharpened toward the end of the research project by stumbling on a newspaper article about a program designed to teach more African American children to swim. The New York Times article, titled “Everyone into the Water” (Zinser 2006), was accompanied by a large color photograph of children of different races by the side of a pool. It described the program at a fitness center tucked away on the Upper East Side of Manhattan, Asphalt Green, where “for at least one day a year, the overwhelmingly white world of swimming gets turned on its ear.” Asphalt Green sponsors the “Big Swim,” the culmination of a larger program fighting to close the racial gap in swimming. Our thinking about what we observed in our study of why so few African American and Latino/a students are learning computer science would never be the same after reading this article.

We recognized swimming as a sport with mostly white athletes, but it was the article’s subtitle, “Closing Swimming’s Deadly Racial Gap,” and the statistics in the opening paragraph that grabbed our attention: African American children are as much as three times more likely than white children to drown.¹ This number shocked us and disrupted our linear pattern of thinking. The issue was not solely about integrating another activity such as tennis or skiing, or for that matter computer science. Because of the racial gap in swimming, some children lose their lives.

The article went on to explain how the racial gap in swimming was born during slavery, continued on through the violence of Jim Crow, and has created a world of higher numbers of African American children drowning as well as a competitive sport that is “bereft of minorities.” But what was the historical connection all the way back to slavery? And how had
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this persisted for so many years? We began to read all we could to learn more about the history of swimming, the reasons behind these tragic drowning statistics, and why swimming continues to be a “white sport.”

We share what we learned about these issues in chapter 1, because they have become for us a big part of the “why we write this book.” We were appalled when we learned about the historical legacy that follows swimming today, the toll it has taken—not only on the African American community, but also on other communities of color—and the belief systems that have arisen over the years to justify the segregated state of this sport. Simultaneously, the themes that emerged from the history of swimming segregation clarified for us the larger patterns we were seeing in our study of computer science. The unexpected parallels between segregation in swimming and underrepresentation in computer science then became the central metaphor of our work.

To be sure, computer science and swimming are vastly different activities—swimming is a physical activity with a long and violent past, and computer science is a cognitive activity and one that has emerged in the post–civil rights era—but the race gaps in the two arenas are parallel in many ways. The study of each field shows how access denied, combined with belief systems that rationalize this lack of access, translate—over the short and long term—into inequalities in knowledge, interest, and ultimately participation. And while a lack of participation may at first appear benign, closer study reveals the harm that can come from it. So the more we can learn by seeing the same processes at work across varied and dramatically different activities, the more insights we obtain about inequality and segregation, and how they are fueled in our society.

This, then, explains our title. Through our study of why so few African Americans and Latino/as are learning computer science, we have learned how in computer science, as in swimming, people of color have been denied access (and in the case of swimming, violently so) to facilities, resources, and critical learning opportunities. Further, in both cases, the underrepresentation is rationalized, and made to seem as if it is based on a “natural sorting” process of innate propensities and capabilities, instead of deep structural inequities (Kao 2000). As a result, lives continue to be at risk, and in education as in swimming, too many young people are tragically and unconscionably “stuck in the shallow end.”

Our investigation at three Los Angeles high schools reveals how these inequities are created and reproduced. We identify “virtual segregation” as an insidious phenomenon that occurs when we are led to believe that
we are moving toward equality, and pretend that everyone has a chance and a choice. In reality the histories have been so different, the playing fields so uneven, the chasm so deep and wide, that people are living in two different worlds, receiving two different and very unequal types of educations, opportunities, and levels of knowledge.

A Lens on a Much Larger Issue

We are talking with Jontille, an African American eleventh grader, about why so few African American and Latino/a students are enrolled in computer science classes at her predominantly African American Los Angeles public high school.2 “The minorities—Hispanics, African American kids,” she surmises, “they’re not really interested in it.” Reflecting on the issue a bit longer, however, Jontille digs deeper to detect an underlying cause, adding:

But I think that’s only because they haven’t been really shown how to work with computers. So, therefore, their interest lies elsewhere. But I noticed that a lot of the Caucasian students, they’re into technology, and a lot of the Asian students [too]... But I think that if they [African American and Hispanics] knew that they had more access to it, that they would do it, you know?

Her friend, Nia, also African American, offers another perspective on the racial and ethnic makeup of the world of computing: “I think minorities are... are scared, you know, to jump into the future because what it looks like is only Caucasians should be in that industry.”

Jontille and Nia are 2 of the 185 students we interviewed for our study into why so few African American and Latino/a high school students are learning computer science. The responses and narratives provided by these students as well as their teachers raise fundamental questions about inherent interest, access to resources and appropriate classes, images of a field like computer science, and issues of race and ethnicity. These are issues we worked to understand and disentangle in our investigation of who does—and does not—study computer science.

Commenting further about “not knowing enough” about computers, Jontille reflects on what this means: “I think I’m going to have to take another computer class because... with all the technology moving so fast, I don’t know enough. I don’t know enough about computers, I think, and I think I’m going to get left behind in that area and I do not want to be behind.”
Technology is “moving so fast.” Computer science is a discipline that is serving as a critical instrument of innovation from the sciences to the arts, and it is transforming the ways we live our personal and professional lives. Despite the centrality of computer hardware and software development in today’s world, only a narrow and exclusive band of our population is learning the skills and techniques imparted by computer science. Why is this the case?

Starting in 2000, we were funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) to investigate why so few African American and Latino/a high school students were studying computer science. The NSF was concerned about the underrepresentation of minority students in the field, and the overall drop in the interest and numbers of students studying the subject. We are not computer scientists but rather a team of social scientists, long committed to understanding the factors that undermine equity in education. We were drawn to identifying the sources of these particular instructional disparities at a time when educational and economic opportunities are increasingly intertwined with computer science, and in an era when the youths of all races and genders are virtually dependent on the use of technology for their entertainment and social lives.

The story we tell takes place in three different schools in Los Angeles. The first school is an extremely overcrowded facility in East Los Angeles with an almost entirely Latino/a student population. The second one is an aerospace mathematics science magnet in mid–Los Angeles with a predominantly African American population. In both of these schools with high numbers of students of color, only introductory computing courses covering basic low-level “cut-and-paste” skills are currently available. Our third site is a neighborhood school surrounded by mansions overlooking the Pacific Ocean. Even though it is located in a white and wealthy community, two-thirds of the school population are students of color who travel from all over Los Angeles to attend this well-funded campus. Unlike our first two schools, students here have opportunities to study computer science beyond basic introductory skills; there is a relatively wide array of computing-related courses, including college-preparatory Advanced Placement (AP) classes. Yet we soon notice that even though advanced computing courses are available, few students of color at the school are enrolled in them.

Computing is the kind of high-status knowledge that taps a student into the grid of twenty-first-century opportunities. It is tempting to think that because it is a technical activity, it should be free of the biases that
affect more obviously culturally situated fields like business or law. Nevertheless, few students of color are “choosing” to learn computer science at all three of these schools, even those students who are in a setting where the courses are offered. What is going on here?

Our research took place as politicians and policymakers were increasingly worried about the overall decline in interest as well as expertise in mathematics and science in the United States, fearful that America was losing its innovative edge. We approached this question a bit differently, following the perspective of mathematics educator Robert Moses that the knowledge gap in math, science, and technology could turn students of color into the “designated serfs of the information age” (Moses and Cobb 2002, 11), and that this is a civil rights issue for the twenty-first century. We believe that opportunities to learn computer science, independent of its value as a stepping-stone to proficiency in an age of technology, are indicative of opportunity more broadly defined.

This recognition of the importance of computer science was a central motivator for us as we undertook this project, especially at the outset. Then, as often happens in research projects such as this, as we went deeper into our subject, issues began to emerge that suggested a much larger story than we had originally intended. We soon realized that our study of the “computer science pipeline” was a lens into what Jonathan Kozol (1992) more broadly refers to as the “savage inequalities” in our schools. Specifically, our research was revealing how students of color in low-resourced schools are much more generally being denied the learning opportunities and preparation they need and deserve for the changing economic reality of the twenty-first century. Our research also was revealing how inequality gets produced in our society.

As we observed the daily details of inequality unfolding, we realized the broader implications of what we were witnessing as well. The mechanisms and beliefs that channel students of color away from computer science do the same thing in other areas of high-status knowledge. The end result is that students of color by and large are being denied a wide range of occupational or educational futures. And so we ultimately came at our research question with another motivation: to reveal the much broader implications of these computer science inequities. To the extent that there is a race gap in this field, and to the extent that there are disparities in access to and the quality of educational opportunities, our inquiry tells us much about the state of our educational institutions, and how schools are limiting the reach and achievement of their students. Therefore, in
the end, it can be fairly stated that our book is not really about computer science. Or better said, it is about computer science, but it is also about a lot more.

Before we can move into these broader issues, we must first establish the current state of computer science, and the statistics reveal the depth of the racial and ethnic divide in the field. A recent survey showed that at the nation’s PhD-granting departments of computer science and engineering, just 8 percent of the bachelor’s degrees and 4 percent of the master’s degrees in computer science are awarded to African Americans and Latino/as (Zweben 2006). In California, where underrepresented students of color make up a combined 49 percent of the high school student population, they account for only 9 percent of the AP computer science test takers (California Department of Education 2005; College Entrance Examination Board 2005). These statistics are especially disturbing in a minority-majority state that gave rise to and nurtures Silicon Valley and houses several of the nation’s top computer science programs. Given these statistics, the question we ask is obvious: How does this field remain segregated in the midst of so much professed concern about the problem? Before we can answer that question, we must first more clearly explain what we mean by computer science.

What Is Computer Science, Anyway?

Often when people hear about our research, they assume that we are investigating students’ learning of computer literacy skills such as word processing or Internet and Web searching. These literacy skills are without a doubt a twenty-first-century necessity, and all endeavors in schools and communities to assure all citizens access to these skills are critically important. But we are looking beyond computer literacy skills, and instead examining who is and is not learning computer science. So what is computer science, anyway? Succinctly—albeit broadly—defined, “computer science (CS) is the study of computers and algorithmic processes, including their principles, their hardware and software designs, their applications, and their impact on society” (ACM K–12 Task Force Curriculum Committee 2003, 6).

An algorithm, in simple terms, can be understood as a list of well-defined instructions for accomplishing a task. Within the context of computer science, algorithms take the form of computer programs, and
are essentially the language with which we tell computers what we want them to do and how they should do it. Therefore, in lay language, one could say that there is a problem-solving process at the foundation of computer science. The complexity and analytic thinking involved in this process is valuable to know within as well as across an increasing number of professions.

A “users’ guide” for Stanford University computer science majors describes how computer science is a remarkably young field, yet a revolutionary one:

It was just over fifty years ago that the first electronic computers were developed, and there was no recognition at the time of computer science as a field of study separate from electrical engineering or mathematics. Over time, as computers became increasingly powerful and were applied to more and more tasks, people began to realize that the task of programming those computers to solve problems was an extremely difficult problem requiring theories and practice unlike those used in existing fields. Computer science—the science of solving problems with the aid of a computer—became a new discipline in its own right.  

This new discipline is now having a seismic impact across disciplines and professions. In an article titled “All Science Is Computer Science,” author George Johnson (2001) writes about computer science in the twenty-first century: “As research on so many fronts is becoming increasingly dependent on computation, all science, it seems, is becoming computer science.” While we are not prepared to argue that all science is becoming computer science, there is no doubt that computer science is having a transformative impact across all walks of life, and that it is key to innovation across the world. Occupations, industries, and undertakings as diverse as HIV and influenza research, air safety, psychological inquiry, the elimination of world hunger, studies of the world’s climate, and the Human Genome Project, just to name a few, would all be crippled without the benefit of computer science. On a grand scale, computer science is transforming knowledge and the scientific questions that can be investigated.

It is not just science that is being transformed. In the creative arts, the changes brought on by computation are also sweeping. Motion pictures today are a “window into an ungodly amount of computation and engineering innovation and talent” (Taub 2003). With each new round of film releases, the use of technology ratchets up even more. The same transformations are happening in music and theater, where advanced technologies are used in set design, lighting, and many aspects of staging.
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for large-scale productions. Similarly, graphic designers, whose tool kits once consisted of paper and pencils, must now have significant technological expertise to make a living at their art.

In her widely circulated thought piece called “Computational Thinking” (2006), Jeannette Wing, the director of the NSF’s Computer and Information Sciences and Engineering Division, has coined a phrase in an attempt to further define computer science. As described on the Carnegie Mellon School of Computer Science Web site, “Computational thinking is a way of solving problems, designing systems, and understanding human behavior that draws on concepts fundamental to computer science. Computational thinking is thinking in terms of abstractions, invariably multiple layers of abstraction at once. Computational thinking is about the automation of these abstractions.” In her role at the NSF, Wing aspires to change the image of computing for the general public and increase the understanding that often without us even realizing it, computing touches our daily lives. She wants to inspire everyone to learn computational thinking, to have the tools that computer science offers, because computer science is now integral to and enhances many professions, whether in computer science or elsewhere.

Not only is overwhelming job growth in information technology and engineering projected over the next decade; computer science is one of the keys to innovation in general. Thomas Friedman (2005), in his bestselling book The World Is Flat, argues, for example, that our economy most needs “versatilists,” people who have expertise in some domain and technology. And in a much-cited book, The New Division of Labor: How Computers Are Creating the New Job Market, Frank Levy and Richard Murname (2004), an economist and educator coauthor team, analyze how computers are now carrying out the “rules-based part of jobs” so that skilled people can focus on the nonroutine parts. This means that well-paid, interesting, and nonroutine jobs will require a new type of expert thinking—that is, “the ability to bring facts and relationships to bear in problem-solving, the ability to judge when one problem-solving strategy is not working and another should be tried, and the ability to engage in complex communication with others” (6).

For an increasing number of jobs in the new economy, then, the cognitive bar has been raised, requiring a firm understanding of the problem-solving processes. And as Levy and Murname note, the line that marks the “digital divide” keeps shifting. In the 1980s when people spoke about the digital “haves” and “have-nots,” it was about who knew how to use
a keyboard and a mouse. By the 1990s, it was who knew how to use the Internet. Now, the economic and career landscape is completely transformed, and intellectual capabilities including “engaging in sustained reasoning, managing complexity, testing a solution” are all key (43).

But it is not just the economic landscape that is changing. The technological world is reshaping culture and political participation (Chadwick 2006). Issues and events that have profound consequences for the way we live our lives (from the creation of jobs, to scientific discovery, to fair voting procedures, to communication networks) are all being reshaped by technological knowledge. Who has this knowledge and who does not is consequential for democracy. What John Dewey (1916) said almost a century ago is still true today: education will only prepare people for life in a democracy when the educational experience is also democratic. Unfortunately, _Stuck in the Shallow End_ reveals how undemocratic our educational system still is in this technology age.

**Our Study**

Our study was sparked in 1999 when Jane Margolis, along with Allan Fisher, then Carnegie Mellon’s associate dean of computer science undergraduate education, was conducting research at Carnegie Mellon on the gender gap in computer science. The research findings and resulting interventions, described in _Unlocking the Clubhouse: Women in Computing_ (Margolis and Fisher 2002), had significant impact on increasing the numbers of females enrolled in Carnegie Mellon University’s computer science program. Yet during the years of this study (1994–1999), the numbers of African Americans and Latino/as majoring in computer science (at Carnegie Mellon University and nationwide) remained extremely low (Margolis and Fisher 2002). Margolis committed her next research project to understanding what was happening at the high school level for students of color. It is during high school when students make academic decisions that have the most serious implications for their college and/or career opportunities.

In 2000, Margolis was awarded an NSF grant, and our project, titled “Out of the Loop: Why Are So Few Underrepresented Minority High School Students Learning Computer Science?” began. Our team was built, and over a three-year period we immersed ourselves in three Los Angeles high schools. We made regular schools visits, conducted formal and informal observations, and interviewed educators and 185 students in
these three schools. Our research sites were chosen based on their student demographics as well as their stated emphases and organizational philosophies. We picked schools that we thought would best offer a window into why students of color do—or do not—study computer science. To that end, we studied the courses offered, the quality of teachers, and the numbers and demographics of students who were enrolled in computer science courses within their schools as well as students’ decisions to enter or exit (or their placement in) this computer science pipeline. We compared what we found to the national statistics and story. We focused on the experiences of the largest groups of students who are traditionally underrepresented in the field and who populate Los Angeles schools—African Americans, Latino/as, and females.\textsuperscript{15} While our research investigated both the race and gender divide in computer science, our analysis and attention for this book is on the issues of race and social class. Although there is significant overlap between these issues, each is complex and deserving of undivided, careful attention. Still, previous and ongoing research on gender greatly informs our thinking in this book, and what we have learned from this study about race and class also informs thinking about gender. This book nevertheless focuses on our findings around the issue of race.\textsuperscript{16}

In three extremely different schools, we asked students who were in computing or higher-level mathematics classes about their home and school computing experiences, their thoughts about computing and their future, how they decided about studying computer science (or not), their image of computer science, what interests them (and what does not), and why they think the field is so segregated. We asked educators and administrators about the computer offerings at the school, what type of students they think would be successful in computer science, the importance they place on learning computer science, and why they think the field is so segregated. We also talked with district administrators about the curriculum being offered. And we conducted regular informal observations of classrooms, labs, and after-school activities during our frequent school visits. The information we gleaned from these observations enabled us to provide the necessary context for analyzing our interviews.

Our study was focused on the traditional computer science sequence of courses. We know that currently there are innovative schools that are attempting to integrate the problem solving of computer science throughout the curriculum.\textsuperscript{17} At the time of our study, this type of instruction was not present in the three schools we researched, and did not exist in most
of the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) schools, so our focus remained on the traditional computer science sequence of classes.

The District Context of the Three Schools

The three schools in our study are part of the larger LAUSD. The LAUSD is the second-largest school district in the country and one of the most diverse. It serves almost three-quarters of a million students. Nearly 75 percent of these students are Latino/a, with the next two largest groups being African American (11 percent) and whites (8 percent). Sixty-two percent of these students qualify for free and reduced-cost lunches. This is a school district in great turmoil. Only 49 percent of ninth graders originally part of the class of 2004 went on to graduate, and only 18 percent of these ninth graders graduated with the requirements met to enroll in a four-year college or university. The district includes schools that “shock the conscience,” a descriptor used in a lawsuit brought on behalf of students arguing that California’s educational system is failing to meet its constitutional obligation to educate all students and educate them equally. This lawsuit contends that there is a “constitutional floor below which no child’s education should fall,” and that low-income African American and Latino/a students disproportionately attend “substandard” schools.

The three schools we chose as our research sites typify other schools in the LAUSD, and yet differ greatly in their demographics. And in spite of the fact that they are all located in the same school district and share the same status as “digital high schools,” it became clear that the learning opportunities differ according to the race and socioeconomic status of the school population. Our research investigates why these disparities exist, how they unfold, and what the consequences are for the students in these schools.

Our research model focused on investigating the intricate interplay between school structures (in the form of course offerings, tracking patterns, counselor-to-student ratios, etc.) and belief systems, including psychological factors that could affect African American and Latino/a college-bound students’ educational pathways (such as students’ racial and identity issues in relationship to learning computer science, and teachers’ assumptions and expectations for their students). This is a model of interaction that was derived from studies of school tracking and the disparities in mathematics and science learning across schools (Oakes 1989; Oakes and
Guiton 1995). We discuss more details about our data collection in appendix A of this book.

Talking about Race

Talking and writing about race can be a sensitive and contentious issue, but it is always important. We are grateful for other researchers who have so finely articulated why, despite all the existing false notions that have been associated with distinct race categories, we must still proceed to examine “race,” particularly when it comes to issues of inequality and education. While we insist that racial distinctions are not biologically valid and are instead the result of human-made lines drawn around different groups (Gould 1996; Pollock 2004), we also believe that racial distinctions matter because racial distinctions are prevalent in our society. In her new book *Can We Talk about Race?* Beverly Daniel Tatum, president of Spelman College, discusses using the language of race in our society: “Yet we still use the language of race, and need to, in order to describe what is taking place in the lives of particular groups of people, groups that have been socially defined on the basis of physical criteria, including skin color and facial features” (2007, xiv).

We are also deeply appreciative of the work by Harvard professor Mica Pollock (2004), who in her book *Colormute* examines how race is talked about, and not talked about, in schools. In an interview about her experiences interviewing students about race, she observes the following:

I saw young people in particular living out a very paradoxical treatment of race—this idea that race groups are not actually real but that people have made them real over time, so we have to deal with them. In my book on race talk, I boil this paradox down to the statement “we don’t belong to simple race groups, and yet we do.” Race groups are both not real and real simultaneously, and racialization is about walking that line. (Harvard Graduate School of Education 2002)

So in our book, one could say that we are walking that line. We refer to national or ethnic categories as racial, as do the students who Pollock found “were using these terms to negotiate in a system of power relations, a system of inequality, and I think that’s why they called them racial—not because they thought they were biological” (ibid.). We agree with Pollock that race must be part of the conversation, because it is part of the action.

Our research on why so few African American and Latino/a high school students are learning computer science also concurs with Tatum’s assertion that racial dynamics have prevented us from fully educating students
of color. Throughout this research, we have witnessed how the low numbers of African American and Latino/a students studying computer science is commonly expected, reflecting the deeply entrenched stereotypes that plague our society. Just as African Americans are expected to be good basketball players, computer scientists are expected to be white or Asian males. Unfortunately, our culture is laden with these expectations, assumptions, and images. We turn on the television, switch to a channel of a basketball game, and without blinking an eye expect to see the court dominated by black male players. We switch to CNN to watch a board meeting of a major technology company or a young start-up in Silicon Valley, and do not blink an eye at the lack of African American, Latino/a, or female faces. These images of who belongs where lie deep within our psyche. Often, the way the world seems to “look,” the segregation in these activities, is taken for granted and rarely questioned; the segregation seems normal, and as such, has become “normalized.” We then consciously (but frequently unconsciously) assume that there is a “natural” and innate reason for this, that these people are good at these things—they have the knack, the skill, the mental propensity, and the in-born desire—and those people are good at other things.  

Our study challenges these assumptions and beliefs. Through our investigation of why so few African American and Latino/a students are learning computer science, we illuminate how seemingly different cultural preferences, abilities, and propensities that we see and assume about particular groups are deeply as well as directly connected to the inequality of access to meaningful opportunities across different fields and activities. We want to bring your eyes to these societal-level facts, which are often well hidden from view.

**Stuck in the Shallow End**

In chapter 1, we begin by explaining the central metaphor of our research. Through a summary of the tragic history of segregation in swimming, we set the stage for our account of what is going on in schools vis-à-vis computer science, and students’ interest in and access to the topic. We then tell the research stories—the stories of computer science education at the three individual schools. These chapters reveal how students are afforded different, and highly unequal, computer science learning opportunities according to the racial and socioeconomic demographics of the students in the school. We found that schools often exacerbate inequalities in students’ computing knowledge by systematically offering
the most advanced course work to those students who already come from the most tech-savvy homes, while giving only the most basic course work to students with the least computing knowledge. Computer science then turns out to be a case study of the ways that the daily operations of schools become intertwined with the backgrounds of their students, and rather than being minimized or eliminated, “inequality is actually reinforced and exacerbated by the practices and biases of the school” (Noguera 2003, 74).

In chapter 2, we show how a school can be both technologically rich yet curriculum poor. We show how the simple provision of computers fails to address the absence of college-preparation and rigorous-learning opportunities. How the segregation in computer science becomes normalized to the point that it is simply taken for granted and uncontested is the focus of chapter 3. Then, by contrast, in chapter 4 we examine what happens in a so-called integrated school, in a white and wealthy neighborhood, that offers a full computer science pipeline of courses to its racially and ethnically diverse students; we examine how classes get segregated in this type of school, as we identify a process of “claiming” and ceding of spaces.

In *Stuck in the Shallow End*, we identify issues that go beyond computer science. We witness how students of color today are caught between Scylla and Charybdis. In other words, as students of color navigate through schools such as the three different ones we have studied, there can be monsters on both sides of the channel. In low-resourced schools that are attended predominantly by minority students, students are faced with the poorest learning opportunities; in so-called integrated schools there may be more learning opportunities, but because of low expectations and other racially biased beliefs as well as behaviors, students of color are at psychological risk when entering these spaces. And in both of these situations, belief systems within the schools justify the segregation, making it seem natural, expected, and “just the way it is” to both students and teachers.

While we offer necessary critiques of how schools function, we do not regard the story we tell as a hunt for “bad guys.” Rather, what we have found is that teachers and students are missing the necessary tools for change, and so our research instead indicts an educational system of interlocking inequalities that has been long in place and is difficult to dislodge. Yet despite the egregious reality we present in this book, we also tell a story of demonstrated possibility and transformation, and our final chapters have to do with changing the system.
The general problem of educational disparities, of poor-quality schools in communities where students are most in need of powerful educational opportunities, is rightly a multilayered, systemic, and national challenge. This challenge is created by broad patterns of residential segregation, residues of racism and bigotry, and ongoing socioeconomic disadvantage. We nonetheless believe that there are reforms that can be initiated today, on multiple levels, as we also work for a radical overhaul of our educational system. In our years of studying this problem, we have been impressed by the numbers of dedicated, committed, hardworking educators who are devoted to their teaching, schools, and students, and believe teachers are well positioned to bring about real change in the schools. As such, chapter 5 is about teachers as potential change agents.

We describe the actions our team took to intervene in the problems identified by our research. In collaboration with committed LAUSD leaders and teachers, within two years the number of AP computer science courses in the school district doubled, the number of Latino/as enrolled in AP computer science quadrupled, and the number of African Americans almost doubled. On the surface, these results are remarkable, yet as anyone knows who has worked within public education, for every one step forward there are two steps back. Stuck in the Shallow End discusses these challenges, and how we are working to deepen and sustain these reforms.

In chapter 6, we describe a decade of educational policy about the digital divide, and show how national policy has missed the mark by focusing on “technology fixes” and not tying technology policy to broader social issues. We discuss how the No Child Left Behind legislation, which has nominally been designed to narrow the “achievement gap,” has instead narrowed the curriculum and, in turn, the intellectual paths for students in low-performing schools. Our study of computer science is an exemplar of how current national educational policy is holding back the students that it claims it wants to advance. Our concluding remarks are followed by a methods appendix in which we reflect on the challenges of doing this type of research.

One Point along the Pipeline

In the end, our book is an in-depth look at one point along the computer science “pipeline” from the perspective of what is occurring in three high schools in one urban school district. Our research thus does not speak
about all schools, or even all schools in the LAUSD, but can nevertheless begin to open our eyes about these issues and suggest hypotheses for further study. But across these three schools, we have certainly learned that the image of a pipeline as a smooth and straight process is misleading. Borrowing the wonderfully descriptive words from *The Shape of the River*, a book that is “concerned about the flow of talent—particularly of talented black men and women—through the country’s system of higher education and into the marketplace and the larger society,” we have learned that “it is more helpful to think of the nurturing of talent as a process akin to moving down a winding river, with rock-strewn rapids and slow channels, muddy at times and clear at others.” Particularly when race is involved, there is nothing simple, smooth, or highly predictable about the education of young people” (Bowen and Bok 1998, xxi).

As we were finishing *Stuck in the Shallow End*, the U.S. Supreme Court handed down its ruling about school integration plans in Washington State and Kentucky. Supreme Court Justice John Glover Roberts Jr., in the decision that struck down voluntary integration plans, argued that the “the way to stop discrimination on the basis of race is to stop discriminating on the basis of race.” The story that we have uncovered about computer science education shows how deceptive this statement is. When working for school reform, failing to take race into consideration in fact perpetuates the segregation that still exists in the system. Many well-meaning people are at the center of determining which kids can learn what, and as a result, creating an unlevel playing field. But they are unaware of the role they or their schools are playing, or how their actions and beliefs—and the system within which they exercise them—are perpetuating a system of which they may not even approve.

*Stuck in the Shallow End* shows how segregation and inequality along racial lines operate on a daily basis in our schools, despite our best intentions and the denials now codified into law by the Supreme Court. They operate through the disparities in learning opportunities, the disparities in teacher quality, and the interplay between assumptions, stereotypes, and structural inequalities, all of which combine to make a noxious stew that preselects only certain students to be given the opportunities to move ahead in the twenty-first century. It operates through cultural assumptions that make inequality and segregation in computer science (and many other arenas) seem normal and natural. We write to show how this should not be, to make explicit how this all happens, and to make the invisible more visible.